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Abstrac
ct
The Loën
n Quarry com
mplex originates from thhe very begin
nning of the Fifties. It covvers today a hundred
hectaress, a good parrt of which is now no lo nger operational. In add
dition to its hhistorical bacckground
and its vvast surface area,
a
it has a particular ggeographicall context. The Loën Quarrry is indeed installed
at the h
heart of Mo
ontagne Sain
nt Pierre, a site renown
ned for its natural
n
weaalth well beyyond the
regional borders. It thus
t
constitu
utes an inesccapable piecce of the jigsaw for the ccirculation off species,
both aniimal and veggetable. It esstablishes ann obvious co
onnection be
etween varioous Natura 2000 sites
and seveeral nature reserves. It creates linkks between the
t valleys of
o the Meusse and the Geer
G
and
allows a junction beetween the particular eelements of biodiversity that are enncountered here and
there in the quarry.
The com
mbination of these eleme
ents leads thhe Loën site to play a cen
ntral role in terms of bio
odiversity
and has generated a large variety of sometim
mes rare species on it. Fu
urthermore, tthe expression of the
biodiversity potentiaal is as yet only
o
at its b eginning and, with the help of suitaable manage
ement of
e bet that ve ry many surp
prises are still to be expeected.
certain eenvironmentts, it is a sure
This bio
odiversity, prresent or to
o come, cann be apprecciated by an
n itinerary tthat allows it to be
discoverred and understood. The Loën Qua rry can thuss constitute an invaluabble awarenesss‐raising
tool, a unique showccase of its kind in Belgium
m intended, initially, for the awaken ing of the He
eidelberg
Group sttaff. It is ind
deed importa
ant for the llatter to be aware of the riches thaat operating sites can
contain. As a second
d stage, this showcase
s
wi ll be able to be open to a wider publ ic.
n educationa
al circuit on which the main
m typical natural
n
envirronments will be able
The instaallation of an
to be disscovered is the
t main aim
m of this woork. It is conccretized by pro‐nature
p
ddevelopmentts and by
the placiing of panelss explaining the
t ins and oouts of this exceptional
e
biodiversity!
b

Introdu
uction
For moree than a deccade, the qua
arry world’s appreciation
n of the biod
diversity of itts operating sites has
strongly evolved. Whereas naturre conservattion and the exploitation
n of stone ussed to constitute two
quite disstinct worldss, when it se
wners would
eemed improobable that naturalists
n
and quarry ow
d be able
to see eye to eye, mentalities
m
have evolvedd rather quicckly on both sides of thee divide and it seems
ogical that these
t
two sets
s
of playyers, both concerned with
w
natural resources, can find
today lo
themselvves sitting around
a
a tab
ble in orderr to co‐deve
elop pro‐biodiversity proojects within
n various
operatin
ng sites. In this
t
project, Natagora, tthe main nature protecttion associattion in Wallonia and
Brussels, is working closely with the Loën Quuarry’s field team.
t
A quarry is indeedd a formidable source
of life. W
We know th
hat nature abhors a vacuuum! By baring the soill and the suubsoil, nature finds a

unique opportunity to start from nothing and to relaunch a complete process towards maximum
biodiversity. It’s for us to guide this nature a little towards the best of itself…For us to make of it a
showcase allowing emulators to follow, showing that industry and nature can be compatible.

Objectifs
This project is seeking to raise the awareness of the various quarry world players and, in the first
place, the Heidelberg Group’s staff. This awareness‐raising relates not only to the role that a site such
as Loën can play in terms of biodiversity and as a relay for the latter between various natural sites,
for example, but also to the means, sometimes very simple and inexpensive, that have to be
mobilised in order to enhance that biodiversity. It is therefore a question of establishing a showcase
of what one should do or have others do in order to develop the biodiversity potential of a quarry
and certain results that can be obtained fairly quickly.

Background information
The Loën Quarry has been the subject of numerous inventories during the last decade. The birds,
amphibians, dragonflies and plants have been more particularly monitored, in particular by the
independent environmental advisor in charge of this work by CBR: Denis Colart. This project stems
more precisely from the work undertaken by Dr Tränkle. At the end of 2011, the latter proposed a
biodiversity action plan and the installation of a nature discovery circuit in the Loën Quarry. This
latter idea took root and has been concretized in the context of this QLA. Similarly, the proposed
action plan has guided our choices with regard to the areas where intervention was to be prioritised.
Certain interventions have already been started in situ in the context of the collaboration between
Natagora and CBR. In 2013, some management projects have thus been organized with Natagora
volunteers and some CBR staff members. They essentially concerned the huge plateau located to the
east of the quarry (annexe 3) but some sporadic interventions have also occurred elsewhere on the
site. In collaboration with another organisation – Rosa Canina – which has a rural flock of sheep and
has already been engaged for more than ten years in the management of the chalk meadows of the
various Natagora nature reserves of the Montagne St Pierre area, a management per pasture
experiment was conducted in 2013 (annexe 3). It was not renewed in 2014 for practical reasons but
it is clear that management per pasture is one of the techniques which will have to be favoured in
the near future in order to maintain the priority open areas of the quarry site. The wet environments
were not overlooked since the pond located at the beginning of the discovery circuit has been able to
soften the principal bank, allowing the batrachians easy access. This reshaped bank was then sown
with the help of hay coming from the chalk meadows of the Lanaye nature reserve (annexe 3). The
result was not long in coming. At this end of the summer of 2014, the major part of the soil of this
new bank was already covered with diversified vegetation, abounding with typical species. This
experiment of sowing with the help of hay coming from the region’s sites of great biological interest
is an experiment to be repeated on other environments (quarried terraces, scree, and so on).

Methods
The biodiversity of the Loën Quarry site will be appreciated thanks to the installation of an itinerary
enabling various aspects of its natural diversity ‐ present or to come – to be discovered. The trail will
take the visitor to various key places of the exploitation. The educational trail will focus on two types
of intervention:
‐

Enhancement of certain environments along the way.

Pioneering vegetation can colonize a quarry fairly quickly. Once the process is started, shrubby
vegetation needs only a few years to get the upper hand over certain typical species from dry, hot
and sunny environments or to shade a shallow pond which, in order to churn with life, needs a great
deal of light. In order to maintain certain habitats at a rich stage of biodiversity, mechanical
intervention often proves to be necessary. Chainsaws and woodeaters are enough for achieving this
objective. Thus, a few days work will be sufficient to restore, on a lovely surface, the chalk meadow’s
potential. On long corridors bordering the trail, several species of orchids and various stages of chalk
meadow evolution will have thus been enhanced (Annexe 2)!
An intervention designed to restore light has also been necessary at the level of a moving
exploitation face, particularly well exposed and attractive for many species of hymenoptera (Annexe
2).
With regard to the wet environments, there has been no action during this year 2014.
Some interventions will be recurrent (removal of wood waste from orchidised areas); others will be
more sporadic (development of banks along a brook or around a pond).
Furthermore, biodiversity‐oriented interventions will also be carried out away from the discovery
circuit. It is quite simply a question of energising the whole of the quarry by creating, in various key
areas, favourable situations for various natural habitats. It is indeed essential to create a kind of
network of places that are particularly favourable for certain species emanating from limestone‐
based environments. This installation of felling or relay sites will ensure colonization and better
circulation of the species over the whole of the site (Annexe 2).
In 2014, these interventions were carried out either by Natagora’s forestry workers, or in the context
of management days inviting volunteers. The invitation was addressed not only to Natagora
volunteers, but also to CBR Lixhe staff members.
‐

Placing Educational Panels (Annexe 1)

An educational panel addressing a particular topic will be present at each key point. Eight topics,
adopted on eight distinct panels, will be addressed. A panel devoted to geology will complete the
series during 2015.
‐
‐
‐
‐

1 ‐ History and context of the Loën site
2 ‐ Main types of habitat encountered
3 ‐ Birds (of the cliffs and the bodies of water)
4 ‐ Chalk meadows (dynamics and management)

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

5 ‐ Flora of the dry and hot environments
6 ‐ Burrowing insects (hymenoptera relating to bare soil or moving faces)
7 – Invasive vegetation
8 – Temporary aquatic habitats (interest)
9 ‐ The site’s geology

Results
The areas that have benefitted from an intervention in 2013 have already shown results in 2014. The
most spectacular observations are, undoubtedly, the emergence or the extension of orchid stations
of various species (Ophrys apifera, Dactylorhiza fuchsii). The interventions carried out during the
spring and at the end of the summer of 2014 have not yet borne fruit but it goes without saying that
we are already delighted by what we will be able to observe come the spring of 2015. Indeed, the
light‐restoring interventions along the biodiversity circuit have enabled species of orchids to be
discovered on the site that had not hitherto been observed (Orchis militaris) or were little known
(Orchis anthropophora). Furthermore, some new orchid stations (Ophrys apifera) have been brought
into unrestricted light.
The educational panels adorning the circuit have not yet been installed but their positions have been
defined. Their layout is being finalised. Their installation is envisaged for the autumn of 2014.
Their estimated cost can be broken down as follows:
‐

9 A0 panels + supports + placement ‐ €550 x 9 = €4,950 – Autumn 2014

‐
‐
‐

Natagora Department involvement – panel design: €1,500 (Autumn 2014)
Design and printing of a circuit promotion flyer (A6): €450 (Beginning of 2015)
Circuit inauguration + catering + equipment rental, communication: €1,500 – First half of 2015.

Total : € 8400

Discussion
Whether or not a quarry site is active will influence nature’s reaction. It will be easier to encourage
various natural habitats, and to revitalise them, in a site that is active, even partially. Indeed, an
abandoned quarry site usually no longer has any means in situ (mechanical shovel for stripping a
moving face) and no longer experiences any environmental rejuvenation (new quarried face, new
terracing, or new water‐filled ruts). It will evolve more quickly towards the climax: a dense and leafy
forest. This situation leaves less room for rare dynamic environments such as chalk meadows,
rupicolous milieus or temporary ponds: in short, those environments which, (virtually)
spontaneously, will be found on an active quarry site.
The particular location of the Loën site, its historical background and its extent, make it an ideal
showcase of what can be developed in terms of biodiversity on a quarry site, at minimal expense.
The past of rather recent major activity, the maintenance of “slow‐motion” activity on a part of the

site, the awakening and the taking of pro‐biodiversity measures at the current stage of the site’s
spontaneous recolonization by nature constitute an amazing opportunity for biodiversity!
Following the example of the Heidelberg site (Nussloch‐D), developed to welcome biodiversity
enthusiasts, the Loën Quarry will be able to be become the new Belgian showcase of pro‐biodiversity
best practice in a site that is still operational. A crucible where people can come to observe how
nature installs itself, adapts itself and overcomes the rough environments that are left to it. The
principle being however to do as little as possible in order to achieve our objectives and always to
use the means at hand. Thus, the restoring to light of a vast terrace can be entrusted to some
employees wanting to make some logs, and some work with a bulldozer can easily be enough for the
removal of the unwanted stumps after that felling exercise. That same bulldozer will very well be
able, in just a few minutes, to recreate a sufficient depression for the emergence of a temporary
pond that will be teeming with life after just a few weeks… This is one of the objectives to be
achieved.
Because of the venue’s layout, the educational circuit will not however be able to be freely open to
the general public. The danger, without being permanent, is however quite real and abrupt gradients
of more than ten metres between two quarried terraces are not rare… Access to the circuit will
therefore only be able to be envisaged in the context of organized, guided and supervised activities.
Towards a vast return to light for the terraces?
Such a site brings so many pleasant surprises in terms of biodiversity that it would be tempting to
want to open as many areas as possible, and to establish broad corridors on the longest possible
bands in order to ensure that the species are made as attractive as possible. While the final objective
is to establish coherency between the different open areas on the whole of quarry site in order to
give the species a maximum opportunity to circulate on it, to pass from the Meuse Valley to the Geer
Valley, it is also necessary to ensure that these sunlit areas can be monitored. Nature is generous and
independent! Wanting to open too much would quickly lead to an inability to monitor the
management of those sunlit terraces. The team in charge of the removal of the waste wood would
quickly be swamped and a part of its efforts might well be lost. This is why, rather than wanting to
restore light to large areas, it would be advisable to study the site properly and to prioritise the most
apposite corridors.

Conclusion
According to the feedback received from discovery circuit’s first visitors, some small developments
could still be undertaken. The development of a quarried terrace providing a better view of the wet
areas and the birds is furthermore on the drawingboard. A solid fence could make it safe.
A geology‐related panel will be part of the educational series. It will be placed in front of one of the
many cutting faces that are encountered on the itinerary.
The efforts carried out so far on the Loën site have not yet received much publicity. Once the panels
have been placed and the biodiversity discovery circuit is up and running, an inauguration will be
able to be programmed. It could be held in the first half of the year of 2015. It will be an opportunity

to get th
his new show
wcase discovvered not onnly by the wh
hole of the Lixhe
L
factoryy staff but alsso by the
naturalisst world and by the presss.
Guided vvisits will bee able to be
e undertakenn either by trained CBR staff membbers, by members of
Natagoraa who are duly familia
ar with this kind of me
edium or byy nature guuides accustomed to
conducting groups on
o the Monta
agne St Pierrre nature reserve in particular.
Relay peeople will bee appointed for the purppose of coordinating tho
ose visits annd will act ass contact
persons.. Collaboratio
on with the Visé Tourism
m Office will be a plus. Every promottional channel will be
envisageeable: variou
us websites (including those of CBR and Nattagora), andd local and regional
newspap
pers. Special days will also be able too be organizzed with a wider
w
echo annd promotio
on via the
local rad
dio and TV stations.
s
To promote thhe circuit, a flyer (A6 sizze) will be pproduced an
nd widely
distributted.
The resttoration work will be continued
c
w
with not onlyy an interve
ention of thhe Natagora forestry
workers for surgical strikes, in sensitive placces where prrotected spe
ecies, orchidss for example, are to
be foun
nd, but also in the context
c
of volunteer‐b
based management proojects, orga
anised in
collaboraation with Natagora
N
and open not onnly to the members of th
hat naturalistt association
n but also
to the sttaff of the whole
w
of CBR
R Belgium (A
Annexe 4). Fo
ollowing the
e example off what is inccreasingly
happening in other large
l
companies, team‐bbuilding dayss, oriented towards team
mwork, physical work
ure managem
ment, could be proposedd to the Grou
up’s staff.
and natu

CB
BR - Carriè
ère de Loëën
Billan gestion équipe Natagora.

Périodee : 23 et 26 mai – 2 et 3 juin 201 4 soit environ 55 heures prestéees.
Objectiff : remise en lumière de
d zones à ppotentiel biiodiversité élevé. En ppartie localiisées
sur le pprobable futtur tracé du sentier déccouverte biiodiversité.




Remise en lumière de pelouses ssur calcaire
e à fort pote
entiel en orcchidées.
orables aux hyménoptèères fouisse
eurs.
Remise en lumière de falaises meeubles favo

Zone 1 : Dégagemeent de la bo
ordure (4-5
5m de large) à front d’e
exploitationn d’un plateau
assez vaste sur leqquel on retrrouve quelqques espèce
es d’orchidé
ées : une b elle station
n
d’Ophrys abeille (>
>60 pieds) ainsi que dde nombreuxx Epipactis brun-rougee et listèress. La
remise en lumière de ce plate
eau pourra être poursu
uivie vers l’intérieur dee ce dernier.
Zone 2 : Extrémité Est des terrrasses. Déggagement d’une
d
placette de quelqques dizain
nes de
m² pourr favoriser le
l développ
pement d’unne station d’Orchis hom
mme-penduss. Il est à
envisagger d’établirr une conne
exion avec les zones 1 et 3.
Zone 3 : Dégagemeent d’un corridor de 4--5m de larg
ge, riche en
n espèces dde pelousess
calcicoles dont pluusieurs esp
pèces d’orchhidées (Orc
chis militairre, Orchis hhomme-pend
du,
n pied d’unee espèce no
on
Epipactis brun-rouge, listère, Platanthèrre des monttagnes et un
encore déterminéee).
Les zonnes 1 et 3 s’étagent sur 3 niveauxx. Un couloiir vertical à été déboissé de maniè
ère à
reconneecter ces 3 niveaux dé
égagés.
Zone 4 : Remise enn lumière d’une
d
importtante falaisse meuble fréquentée ppar de nombreuses
espècess d’hyménoptères. Les arbres ombbrageaient une bonne partie de ccette zone qui,
q
petit à ppetit, était désertée
d
pa
ar les insecctes spécifiq
ques.
Zone 5 : Remise enn lumière progressive
p
d’une station d’Orchiss de Fuchs ((env. 50 pie
eds).

En imagges ! Avant - Après
Zone 1

Zone 3 – niveau 1

Zone 3 – niveau 2

Zone 4

Zone 5

